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Abstract—The design of an embedded processor is dependent
on the application domain. Traditionally, design solutions specific
to an application domain have been available in three forms:
VLIW-based DSP processors, ASICs and FPGAs; each respec-
tively offering generality of application domain, energy efficiency
and flexibility. However, while matching the application domain
to the resources needed, the design space becomes huge. We
present FlexTools, a tool framework built around the FlexCore
architecture to evaluate performance and energy efficiency for
different applications. Here we demonstrate FlexTools for design
space exploration with a focus on the data-routing flexibility of
the FlexCore processor, in search of energy-efficient interconnect
configurations that are both cycle-count and hardware efficient.
Evaluation results suggest that a well-optimized instance of a 65-
nm multiplier-extended FlexCore processor datapath, obtained
using FlexTools, executes nine integer EEMBC benchmarks with
a 15% cycle count reduction and dissipates 17% less energy than
a reference MIPS datapath.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is a challenging task to perform design space exploration
for embedded systems with the goal to reduce execution time
and increase energy efficiency for an application domain.
Since exploration needs to be performed across many levels
of the design hierarchy, from application code to circuits,
development tools for HW/SW co-design are essential to assist
the designers during different exploration phases.

The FlexCore processor [1] is an attempt to combine the
efficiency of an ASIC platform and the flexibility of a reconfig-
urable platform. The FlexCore processor has a datapath whose
circuits are under fine-grain instruction control; the control
signals—the Native-ISA (N-ISA)—are exposed to the com-
piler, via an instruction decompressor. The FlexSoC scheme
approaches the implementation of embedded systems from a
general-purpose processor (GPP) point of view: In its minimal
configuration, the FlexCore processor represents a simple five-
stage pipeline, but it can be further extended with datapath
units. The FlexCore can always fall back on GPP behavior
and execute general code with the same cycle efficiency as its
template architecture, that is, a MIPS R2000 [2].

The wide N-ISA that results from the instruction decom-
pression brings several benefits for a domain-specific architec-
ture. First, by extending the N-ISA word, the FlexSoC scheme
can accommodate datapath extensions such as different types
of accelerators in a straightforward way. Second, despite the
FlexSoC scheme mainly targets ASIC implementations, the

FlexCore datapath can be made relatively flexible, in that the
function of selected units can be altered (”morphed”) at run
time to suit the executed code. For example, performance
can be boosted by way of double throughput (2×16 bit)
computation and energy can be reduced by gating the supply
voltage of idle units.

The FlexCore processor does not have a fixed datapath
interconnect, so pipelining is not hard-coded into the datapath.
Instead, the scheduler creates a static instruction schedule
targeting a particular FlexCore datapath configuration. This
makes it possible to explore interesting HW/SW co-design
tradeoffs in a vast design space, to match computing and
communication resources of a datapath with the computational
need of its applications.

This paper has two main contributions:

• The FlexTools processor design environment that starts
from application C code and ends up with a physical
implementation of a FlexCore processor. Architecture-
wise, FlexTools supports scheduling and simulation for an
extensible FlexCore datapath. Hardware-wise, FlexTools
performs mapping of the architecture to RTL and place-
and-route implementations.

• A design space exploration methodology that uses Flex-
Tools to optimize the FlexCore architecture, with respect
to datapath interconnect, to a domain of applications.

In Sec. II, we review the basic aspects of the FlexCore
processor. Sec. III describes the new FlexTools environment.
The design space exploration methodology, together with
exploration results, is presented in Sec. IV. Sec. V presents
related work. Finally, Sec. VII concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND - THE FLEXCORE PROCESSOR

The common practice when designing processors is to use
an instruction-set architecture (ISA) that defines the interface
between software and hardware. But the ISA represents an
abstract view of the implemented hardware and makes it
impossible for the compiler to have direct control of the
implemented hardware.

The multiplier-extended FlexCore datapath in Fig. 1 consists
of a multiplier and the datapath units (including buffers) found
in a simple MIPS R2000 processor; that is, Load/Store (LS),
Register File (RF), Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU) and
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Fig. 1. Multiplier-extended FlexCore processor with a full 90-link interconnect. Here, only 100 bits of 109 total bits of the N-ISA instruction are depicted,
since the enable signals of the datapath units are not shown.

            ALU_OpB ALU_OpA RF_DataWr LS_Address LS_DataIn BUF1_DataIn BUF2_DataIn PC_ControlFB MULT_OpB MULT_OpA
MULT_LSB    �������� �������� �������� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

MULT_MSB �������� �������� �������� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

PC_ImmPC    �������� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

BUF2_DataOut  �������� �������� �������� ���� ���� �������� ���� �������� ���� ����

BUF1_DataOut   ���� ���� ���� ���� �������� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

LS_Read     �������� �������� �������� ���� ���� �������� ���� �������� �������� ����

RF_ReadOut1 ���� �������� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� �������� ���� ��������

RF_ReadOut2 �������� ���� ���� ���� ���� �������� ���� �������� �������� ����

ALU_Rslt    �������� �������� ���� �������� ���� �������� �������� �������� ���� ��������

Fig. 2. Overall format of the configuration file for the interconnect that maps datapath unit outputs to inputs. We use a binary representation to tell whether a
link is implemented or not. The 33 links labeled ”GPP/Flex” are used in the databus of a MIPS R2000. The remaining 57 links, marked ”Flex”, are available
for design space exploration in the FlexCore processor.

Program Counter (PC). Via an instruction decompressor, a
compiler can directly control the datapath [1]. Thanks to the
expressiveness of the N-ISA word, the compiler can efficiently
schedule applications, at the expense that all applications
need to be statically scheduled, since the processor offers no
hardware support for dynamic scheduling.

The processor that we consider here is assumed to initially
have a very rich interconnect with 90 links, representing
interconnect links between the output of any datapath unit
to the input of all other units. This full interconnect offers
maximal freedom for a compiler to route data between the
various datapath units, possibly enhancing the execution time
over the GPP/MIPS datapath that in the context of interconnect
has 33 dedicated links. Given the freedom to route data, a
design space exploration methodology could take any set of
applications, schedule these onto one datapath configuration
and evaluate parameters such as execution time and utilization
of the different datapath units and links. Since each application
is statically scheduled, it is possible to exactly determine what
datapath resources will be used. This information can then be
back-annotated to the processor design phase to achieve a more
optimal implementation, for example, by removing unused or
infrequently used links. Sec. IV will provide a more thorough
discussion on the topic of design space exploration.

Applications encoded in the wide N-ISA instruction format
would require an excessive amount of instruction bandwidth
and a large memory footprint. An instruction (de)compression
technique based on partitioned look-up tables was developed
in earlier work [3]. For a selected set of applications, the

technique suggests an appropriate look-up table configuration
and content, including how content is updated at run time. The
technique was shown to reduce the 109-bit wide instructions
to a standard format of 64 bits (that is, by 40%) for the
EEMBC [4] autcor, fft, and viterb benchmarks. The 32 imme-
diate bits are not touched by the (de)compression algorithm.

III. FLEXTOOLS - THE FLEXSOC TOOLCHAIN

The FlexTools toolchain accepts configuration files that
define datapath units and their interconnectivity, and as final
output it produces implementation data on GDSII format
for chip fabrication as well as the code of the scheduled
applications.

This paper focuses on design space exploration us-
ing different interconnect configurations, and an example
of such a configuration is shown in Fig. 2. To also
give an impression of how a datapath configuration file
looks like, the datapath in Fig. 1 is defined by: ALU=1,
AGU=0, buffers=2, read-ports=2, write-ports=1,
mult_delay=2. Here, PC and LS units are default units,
outside the scope of datapath unit reconfigurations.

Fig. 3 shows the overall structure of the toolchain as well as
two distinct toolboxes:

A. The Design-Time Exploration Toolbox

The design-time exploration toolbox comprises a compiler,
FlexComp, and a simulator, FlexSim, and provides an environ-
ment for exploring performance aspects of different FlexCore
processor configurations. The toolbox also relies on external
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tools such as GCC MIPS cross compiler, to translate C-code
applications into MIPS assembly. The compilation of such
applications under different hardware configurations results in
different, statically scheduled FlexCore instructions that can be
evaluated in FlexSim and profiled with respect to cycle count
and utilization statistics of interconnect links and datapath
units. Also, instruction and data codes are generated for logic
verification of RTL code. The toolbox itself can be viewed as
comprising the following tools:

(*) These steps require standard-cell libraries and backend scripts.

Fig. 3. Illustration of the complete FlexTools environment.

1) FlexComp - The Compiler: FlexComp is at the heart
of FlexTools and represents vital functionality: Starting from
MIPS assembly1 input files and based on the given FlexCore
configuration, FlexComp generates static schedules of Flex-
Core assembly instructions, called Register Transfer Notation
(RTN) instructions and writes these instructions to output files.
The scheduling engine plays a pivotal role in the compiler and
will therefore be treated in detail under its own heading.

FlexComp relies on the following concepts, to achieve the
scheduling operation:

a) Basic Blocks: The FlexCore processor lacks dynamic
forwarding, so write-backs become an obstacle when schedul-
ing MIPS instructions. In contrast, a pipelined MIPS archi-
tecture buffers the instructions and successively passes them
along to the different pipeline stages. This means that when
a branch is performed, parts of the instructions preceding the
branch may have write-back stages to be performed after the
branch has been taken. If there is an instruction in the delay
branch slot, that instruction will execute after the branch.

In order to correctly handle write-backs for FlexCore, some
write-backs that would have been performed after a branch

1The GCC MIPS cross compiler is used at the -O2 optimization level to
evaluate FlexComp features.

instruction on a MIPS may have to be performed earlier,
possibly before the branch, in the FlexCore. The compiler
separates the MIPS code into sequential parts, that is, basic
blocks, that have one entry and exit point, and schedules them
separately. Scheduling per basic block allows write-backs to be
handled independently of instructions outside the basic block.

b) Liveness Analysis: Since scheduling is performed at
MIPS assembly level, temporary register manipulations be-
come difficult to track. When scheduling a basic block of
MIPS instructions it is, for the purpose of high performance,
essential to know if values that are written in that basic block
are used outside of the basic block. If the values are not
reused, the register write operation may be omitted entirely in
favor of other register write operations. The compiler employs
liveness analysis that is used for each basic block to find out
which registers are read in any successor to the basic block,
without first being overwritten. A successor of basic block A
is any basic block that can be reached starting from A, and
recursively its successors, excluding A.

The liveness analysis was primarily used to prevent write-
back to temporary registers. But even that was limited by the
low-level nature of the MIPS code. For example, in the case of
indirect jumps it was assumed that the successor of the basic
block is unknown and thereby assuming that every liveout will
be read in the unknown block, which leads to unnecessary
register write-backs [5].

2) Scheduler: The scheduler performs the operations de-
tailed below in order to arrive at a schedule of FlexCore
assembly instructions that can be executed on the FlexCore
configuration presented to it.

a) Extracting Micro Operations from MIPS: The Flex-
SoC scheme is capable of performing all MIPS operations, but
since static scheduling is used, explicit forwarding is required.
In the process of converting MIPS instructions, each basic
block is handled separately. Only the final value of the registers
that are used outside the current basic block needs to be written
back to the register file. Other values can be forwarded directly
without touching the register file to reduce congestion.

The MIPS instructions are processed in sequence and for
each instruction’s input register, the latest value of the register
is used, that is, either the original value or a link to the
operation that generated the updated value. By doing this, a
tree of all the direct dependencies is being built. In addition
to the direct dependencies, any register write should occur
only after the previous read instructions, which require the
old register value, are completed. Memory writes will occur
in the same order after the transformation, but memory reads
are free to reorder in between writes. This is a conservative
rule to make sure memory accesses behave the same after
transformation. This constraint will later be relaxed when
possible, by using locally available information to differentiate
unique memory addresses.

Because of the interconnect flexibility of the FlexSoC
scheme, values can move directly from registers or buffers
to datapath units without passing through the ALU. Another
improvement is the elimination of trivial address calculations,
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like when the offset is zero or the address can be loaded
directly as a 32-bit immediate. If the same immediate value
or address calculation is needed twice, it only needs to be
generated once. The baseline FlexCore processor uses the
datapath units of a simple MIPS processor, but by removing
unneeded micro operations and by using direct forwarding
the performance can be improved. The performance gain
comes from both exposing the datapath to software control,
to improve utilization, and using a richer interconnect in the
datapath to allow for more efficient routing.

b) Ordering: When scheduling a basic block, the goal
is to create a compact schedule. The scheduling is done by
greedily selecting as many instructions as possible according
to a priority function, while using each limited resource, such
as ALU, memory and multiplier, only once [6]. An instruction
can only be scheduled if all the instructions it depends on are
already scheduled. Move instructions take no time to perform:
So long as the move can be fulfilled in a cycle, all additional
instructions that only needed that move can be performed in
the same cycle. Similarly, the old value of a register can be
read in the same cycle as the new value is written. Because
instructions are scheduled linearly, the order in which they
are chosen greatly affects the quality of the resulting schedule.
Currently the heuristic used is to prioritize the instruction with
the least mobility, which is the instruction that has the most
predecessor and successor levels combined.

c) Checking Constraints Using a SAT-solver: Scheduling
instructions on the FlexCore processor is far from trivial.
Because of the flexible architecture, the number of possible
solutions is very large. The question of when and where to
buffer and read data to make sure that all operations are
satisfied quickly becomes complex. The scheduler expresses
dependencies between instructions as routing constraints and
employs a SAT-solver [7], [8], [9] to find a solution, if one
exists.

The SAT-solver is used by incrementally adding more
constraints and in the circumstance that a specific schedule
solution fails, all associated constraints are removed leaving
all previous constraints intact. Many values are forwarded
directly between operations but when buffering is needed, we
formulate constraints that force a particular value to be stored
in one of the buffers or in the register file. If a value needs to
be written permanently to the register file, it is written right
away after it has been produced. Register reads and immediate
values can be buffered if needed, to avoid resource conflicts
that would arise otherwise. After scheduling all operations and
making sure (via the SAT-solver) all variables can be routed
within a minimum number of cycles, there are still a huge
number of solutions within the constraints. The default SAT-
solver solution may be far from a good solution, in terms
of, for example, power dissipation, since it may cause an
unnecessarily high amount of data traffic. We solve this by
iteratively constraining all input values as much as possible to
reduce unnecessary buffering.

The approach with SAT-solver based scheduling combined

with the current heuristic suffers when the basic blocks be-
come large. Unfortunately, this is also where the scheduling
can do really well (in terms of execution-time performance)
since unnecessary write-backs required before jumps are less
of an issue and there are many more possibilities for par-
allelism than in smaller blocks. If we disregard caches and
memory, then loop unrolling and inlining could really improve
the execution time but could likely increase the compilation
time considerably. Loop unrolling and inlining can always be
limited if need be, but still, the performance benefits after
compilation limits this. In addition, when resources (intercon-
nect links and datapath units) are restricted to approach the
minimum for allowing applications to be scheduled at all, then
really bad scheduling run times were observed [5].

3) FlexSim - Simulator and Assembler: The FlexSim sim-
ulator has two modes of operation: MIPS simulation and
simulation of the FlexCore RTN format, which is produced
by the FlexComp compiler:

• FlexCore configuration-dependent simulator: The sim-
ulator has to be general enough to support a range
of datapath configurations. The simulator approaches
generality by modeling a fully interconnected FlexCore
processor with a superset of datapath units. The compiler
is responsible for the handling of interconnects and units
at disposal, so that the generated code will be simulated
correctly, as if run on the intended FlexCore processor.
Interconnect links and datapath units that are not included
in the intended FlexCore processor should therefore not
be exercised, when the compiled FlexCore RTN code is
run in the simulator.

• MIPS reference simulator: When directly simulating
MIPS assembly, the simulator employs a 4-stage N-ISA
buffer to obtain a MIPS-like pipelining of instructions2.
When using the N-ISA buffer, it is straightforward to
convert from MIPS assembly to FlexCore RTN code,
since each MIPS instruction is converted to four FlexCore
RTN instructions; one for each stage of the N-ISA buffer.
The N-ISA buffer stores operations that will be carried
out in the future similar to the MIPS pipeline registers.
Thanks to the capability to simulate MIPS code on the
FlexCore processor, we obtain a reference to the statically
scheduled code of FlexComp.

The FlexSim simulator allows for tracing of the execution in a
cycle-by-cycle manner and exposes the internal control signals
of the FlexCore datapath. Furthermore, FlexSim has some
functionalities for profiling applications, such as i) intercon-
nects usage statistics that express how frequently interconnect
links between datapath units are used, ii) mixed binary/RTN
instruction format for debug, iii) operation traces for datapath
units and memory, and iv) cycle-count and code-size extraction
for individual functions used within applications.

The FlexSim tool also contains an assembler that is responsible
for linking and producing binary outputs (Code/Data) that can

2FlexCore assembly is simulated without the N-ISA buffers.
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be run on a FlexCore hardware implementation. The FlexSim
assembler can produce two different code formats: i) Statically
scheduled code words organized in 4×N-ISA length for use
with the N-ISA buffer, or ii) N-ISA code words, also statically
scheduled, for the FlexCore processor.

B. The System Implementation Toolbox

The system implementation toolbox (Fig. 3) has a frontend
generator that can create behavioral (testbench) and structural
(datapath) VHDL code. FlexGen generates a top-level VHDL
module and an associated testbench for a particular FlexCore
processor based on the specified datapath and interconnect
configurations. All datapath units have been implemented and
verified in advance, and their RTL code blocks reside in a code
repository. The generator eliminates the hassle of error-prone
VHDL coding to create FlexCore processors, and it can easily
be extended to accommodate new units in a modular fashion.
Not only RTL for ASIC implementation is available, but
also an RTL version adjusted to FPGAs exists. The backend
of the toolbox is based on a Makefile that chains several
commercial EDA tools, such as NCSIM, RTL compiler, and
SoC Encounter of Cadence to enable timing-driven physical
implementation and verification, and to automatically extract
power dissipation based on actual application traces.

1) FlexGen - The RTL Generator: Due to its fine-grained
flexibility, the FlexSoC scheme mainly targets ASIC platforms.
Thus, the FlexCore datapath units are implemented for an
ASIC with high performance and low power dissipation in
mind. We have implemented a number of elementary datapath
units, including different adder architectures and multipliers
with various number of pipeline stages. The FlexSoC scheme
also support circuits with run-time adjustable computational
precision, such as the Twin-Precision multiplier [10] and
the Double-Throughput MAC accelerator [11]. By offering a
rich set of datapath units, we improve the potential for high
performance and energy efficiency, but only if we can perform
complex processor design space exploration in an efficient
manner.

In order to integrate the units into the FlexCore processor
in a rational way, the pre-optimized RTL code of the datapath
units is defined with pipeline registers on the output. Based
on the configuration files for datapath units and interconnect
links, the RTL generator, FlexGen, instantiates datapath units
together with interconnect definitions to generate RTL code
for the top, architectural level of a FlexCore processor.

IV. DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION AND RESULTS

A. Exploration Flow

The FlexTools environment is an integral part of the Flex-
Core design space exploration methodology (Fig. 4) that will
be described in the following. In this first paper on FlexTools,
we will limit the exploration in the dimension of datapath
units; only the datapath-unit configuration in Fig. 1 will be
evaluated. Instead we will focus on design space exploration
assuming a variety of benchmarks running on a FlexCore pro-
cessor in which we vary what interconnect links are available.

Fig. 4. Methodology flow for design space exploration of different FlexCore
interconnect configurations.

Our overriding implementation intent is to minimize energy,
by reducing the hardware complexity while maintaining the
short execution time offered by the flexible interconnect. In
a FlexCore datapath, energy savings are mainly a result of
reduced cycle count. However, the other parameter of energy,
that is power dissipation, can be reduced as we remove links
in the interconnect. This is because less links can translate
into both less leakage and less switched capacitance, since
switchbox multiplexors and wires are removed and timing
constraints are relaxed for individual gates.

There exist three levels of accuracy in our exploration
methodology:

• Rapid exploration at the architectural level entailing eval-
uation of execution time (#cycles), execution profiles for
the applications, etc.

• A more accurate, slower exploration based on logic
simulation of synthesized RTL code. Gate-level timing
information is now available and power dissipation infor-
mation is accurate in the sense that application traces are
available for switching power estimation.

• Exploration using the full backend implementation down
to physical level, in which all circuit details (including
wiring) are available.

The design space exploration shown here initially assumes
the full interconnect, which is the 90-link configuration for the
datapath-unit configuration in Fig. 1. To showcase the span of
our exploration methodology, we use the most accurate level,
which is most time consuming. To keep the exploration time
down, we iteratively remove five links at a time.

To expose the datapath as well as the methodology to a
diverse range of benchmarks, we use nine integer EEMBC
benchmarks: autcor, conven, fft, viterb, from the Telecom
suite, rgbcmy, rgbhpg, rgbyiq from the Consumer suite, and
aifirf, bitmnp from the Automotive suite. Other EEMBC
benchmarks are not considered, since they require floating-
point computations, which are currently not supported by
the FlexCore datapath. As a reference architecture, we run
the benchmarks using our simulator for a MIPS datapath
configuration.
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Fig. 5. Utilization statistics of the full, 90-link interconnect configuration. There are 20 links (shown in green/dark gray frames) that are never exercised and
thus can be removed.

Fig. 6. Utilization statistics of the 70-link interconnect configuration. Green/dark gray frames are links that can be removed, to obtain a 65-link configuration.

Fig. 7. Utilization statistics of the 65-link interconnect configuration. Green/dark gray frames are links that can be removed, to obtain a 60-link configuration.

We now run FlexTools and obtain the interconnect utiliza-
tion statistics for the specified interconnect configuration; see
Fig. 5. We notice that there are 21 links that are never used in
any benchmark; these are represented as framed zero values. It
is tempting to remove these from the datapath. However, these
link candidates must be checked before removal, to guarantee
that they are not belonging to the permanent links. Permanent
links are those that constitute robust architectures. For exam-
ple, at least one of the links between the LS Address input
of the LS unit and one of the following four, RF ReadOut1,
RF ReadOut2, BUF1 DataOut, and BUF2 DataOut, must ex-
ist to ensure access to the LS unit. The most significant
32-bit field of the multiplier has not been accessed by any
benchmark. Thus, from a utilization statistics point of view, the
MULT MSB port is not connected to any other datapath unit.
However, we need to keep at least one link3 from MULT MSB
to guarantee that the FlexCore datapath is compatible with the
MIPS architecture.

The result of this first stage of design space exploration
is that we safely can take away 20 links (those in frames in
Fig. 5) and obtain a 70-link FlexCore configuration (Fig. 6)
that is 7% more area efficient. Considering power dissipation
when going from 90 links to 70 links, the hardware reduction
yields a 4.4% power reduction over the nine benchmarks, as
shown in Table I.

Returning to Fig. 6, the second stage of the exploration

3The yellow/light gray link MULT MSB to RF DataWr will always be
preserved during exploration.

is to use the 70-link configuration as the starting point for
further link removals, down to 65 links. Five links that are
rarely used are framed in Fig. 6. We eliminate these links by
editing the interconnect configuration file, to achieve a 65-link
configuration.

Similarly, the third stage is to extract the interconnect
utilization statistics of the 65-link configuration. From this
we can identify a promising 60-link configuration, in which
the framed links of Fig. 7 will be eliminated. To illustrate
the FlexTools backend, a die graph of a 65-nm layout of this
configuration is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Die graph of a 60-link 65-nm FlexCore datapath.

B. Exploration Results

So far we consider all nine benchmarks when performing
exploration. The cycle count, power and energy dissipation of
the respective benchmark for some of the examined FlexCore
interconnect configurations are reported in Table I. We also
normalize the average values of cycle count and energy
dissipation of all configurations to the GPP/MIPS datapath
and plot these in Fig. 9.
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TABLE I
CYCLE COUNT, POWER AND ENERGY DISSIPATION OF THE VARIOUS FLEXCORE INTERCONNECT CONFIGURATIONS FOR A 65-NM PROCESS TECHNOLOGY.

EEMBC benchmark
Parameter Configuration autcor fft conven viterb rgbcmy* rgbhpg* rgbyiq* aifirf bitmnp Average

Flex 90-link 16110 136596 262093 265291 62310 19084 34069 24620 92658 101426
Flex 70-link 16110 136596 262093 265291 62310 19084 34069 24620 92658 101426
Flex 65-link 16111 136597 262094 265293 62312 19085 34071 24626 92659 101428

Cycle count Flex 60-link 16118 136860 262100 265299 62318 19091 34077 24632 92665 101462
Flex 55-link 16218 137884 262100 265299 62318 19091 34077 24833 92665 101609
Flex 40-link 17170 139995 263415 266543 63107 19898 34864 26315 93520 102759
MIPS 33-link 21053 172381 278790 290744 68626 23479 38955 33683 102338 114450
Flex 90-link 8.94 10.64 8.87 9.29 8.97 8.93 9.14 9.90 9.03 9.30
Flex 70-link 8.33 10.19 8.52 9.28 8.63 8.46 8.87 9.49 8.26 8.89
Flex 65-link 8.26 10.24 8.41 9.22 8.65 8.39 8.85 9.30 8.16 8.83

Power (mW) Flex 60-link 8.22 10.23 8.30 9.05 8.51 8.31 8.81 9.54 8.02 8.78
at 383 MHz Flex 55-link 8.73 9.81 8.88 9.52 8.51 8.82 9.06 9.80 8.15 9.03

Flex 40-link 9.24 10.17 9.26 9.82 9.10 9.31 9.65 10.10 9.06 9.52
MIPS 33-link 8.48 9.48 9.09 9.07 8.71 8.87 9.09 9.19 8.45 8.93
Flex 90-link 0.38 3.79 6.07 6.43 1.46 0.44 0.81 0.64 2.18 2.47
Flex 70-link 0.35 3.63 5.83 6.42 1.40 0.42 0.79 0.61 2.00 2.38
Flex 65-link 0.35 3.65 5.76 6.38 1.41 0.42 0.79 0.60 1.97 2.37

Energy (μJ) Flex 60-link 0.35 3.65 5.68 6.27 1.38 0.41 0.78 0.61 1.94 2.34
Flex 55-link 0.37 3.53 6.08 6.59 1.38 0.44 0.81 0.64 1.97 2.42
Flex 40-link 0.41 3.72 6.37 6.83 1.50 0.48 0.88 0.69 2.21 2.57
MIPS 33-link 0.47 4.26 6.62 6.88 1.56 0.54 0.92 0.81 2.26 2.70

* The benchmark’s input data size was reduced to relax memory requirements.

Averaged over all benchmarks, all FlexCore configurations
use fewer cycles than the MIPS configuration. In the best case,
cycle wise, the 60-link FlexCore configuration offers a 15.1%
reduction in cycle count. In terms of energy dissipation, the 60-
link configuration dissipates 16.8% less energy than the MIPS
configuration. The 40-link FlexCore configuration represents
the weakest compromise with a mere 7.1% reduction in cycle
count and 12.8% energy reduction.

When moving from 60 links to 55 links, the energy in Fig. 9
starts to increase while cycle count remains relatively constant.
The five links that were removed relate to routing outputs
of the register file, buffer and the LS unit to the multiplier,
and forwarding outputs of the multiplier to its inputs. On one
hand, removing forwarding paths increase cycle count by a
small amount but, at the same time, the remaining links that
are connected to the multiplier are more intensely used than
before, increasing multiplier power dissipation.

Fig. 9. Relative cycle count and energy dissipation for the various 65-nm
datapath configurations (neglecting instruction decoding/decompression).

Finally, we notice that the values provided are the averages
over several benchmarks, where several larger ones (viterb
and conven) are dominant. Were we to optimize the FlexCore
datapath for a narrow application domain, such as autcor,
the energy reduction is at least 25% as seen in Table I.

Optimization of the interconnect configuration to this single
application is likely to improve the energy efficiency further.

V. RELATED WORK

There are some related projects that more or less share the
same point of view as the FlexSoC scheme; the No-Instruction-
Set-Computer (NISC) project [12] comes closest in concept.
In this work, only control signals of the local interconnect
paths between processing elements in the execution stage or
the register file are investigated, and utilized according to
the application profile. As a result, datapath control signals
are not fully exposed (for example, those of the PC unit)
to the compiler, leading to limited design space exploration.
The NISC generates a datapath (allocates both units and
their interconnects) adapted to the Control-Data Flow Graph
(CDFG) [13], which is extracted from application execution,
instead of reconfiguring interconnect between datapath units.
Both NISC and FlexSoC are inspired by VLIW architectures,
allowing the compiler more opportunities to schedule instruc-
tions with a high degree of parallelism. But unlike FlexSoC
however, the information pertaining to interconnects between
the datapath units is completely rejected in NISC, since VLIW
traditionally uses dedicated interconnects.

In [14], a compiler-based framework has been introduced
for energy-aware design space exploration. In this scheme,
the power dissipation of datapath units is characterized after
place-and-route and provided to the compiler to allow fast
estimation of energy and performance. However, this scheme
assumes dedicated interconnects. Another attempt to combine
the flexibility of FPGAs and high-performance of ASICs is
FlexASIC [15], in which many ASIC components commu-
nicate using an FPGA fabric. Under compiler guidance, the
number of required ASIC components and their interconnect
can be optimized to reduce number of masks required to con-
figure the fabric. In contrast to FlexSoC, additional hardware
is needed here to enable flexibility.
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The work in [16] investigates compiler-assisted energy
optimization by exploiting instruction slack as a more effi-
cient means of functional unit mapping, for a VLIW cluster.
Mei et al. [17] propose a C-based methodology to design
VLIW/reconfigurable matrix to achieve flexibility. These con-
tributions independently span two parts of the problem our
present work addresses. In contrast to the works cited, Flex-
Tools addresses application efficiency, while at the same time
being capable of leveraging energy benefits offered by ASICs.
Zhang et al. [18] independently combine the techniques similar
to the ones in [16] with traditional circuit-based techniques,
like power gating, to achieve energy efficiency. FlexTools
provides an integrated toolchain that helps achieve optimal
results at design time.

VI. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The exploration presented here represents the first time the
complete FlexTools environment has been available. This in
turn opens up a number of avenues for further improvements:

• The instruction decompressor is available for the fully
interconnected FlexCore. For FlexCore datapaths using
other interconnect configurations, the decompressor con-
figuration changes too [3]. Efforts carried out in parallel
to this work target the automated generation of an instruc-
tion decompressor for different configurations. Integration
of this into the toolchain will further enhance the ability
to perform exploration of a complete FlexSoC system.

• In the explorations presented here no accelerators were
used. Work is in progress to extend the suite of accelera-
tors available, including power-gated and multi-precision
circuits, to improve the computational efficiency of the
FlexCore datapath further.

• It is also possible to vary parameters of the datapath
units as suggested by the datapath-unit configuration in
Sec. III. No such variation was used here in order to keep
the comparison with the MIPS reference consistent. This
represents another avenue to leverage flexibility.

• FlexTools was developed over a period of time, ad-
dressing issues as they arose. Presently an effort has
been initiated to address the possibility of using a more
advanced frontend like that of LLVM, to obtain scheduled
code in a more standardized fashion.

VII. CONCLUSION

One major benefit of the FlexSoC scheme is the increased
flexibility made possible by the interconnect. The drawback
of flexibility in view of wide instructions is that instructions
become harder to compress. However, as multiple standard
instructions are mixed together into a micro-operation flow,
fine-grained control of all aspects of the hardware is made
possible. Exposing this flexible datapath to the compiler then
further leverages any benefit a target application domain has
to offer.

We have presented FlexTools; a toolchain that, together with
the flexible FlexCore processor architecture, enables design

space exploration of embedded processors. The framework
has been shown to produce native instructions from MIPS
assembly that compares well, cycle-wise, against the MIPS
reference platform for different FlexCore configurations. The
opportunity to perform design space exploration with the
aim of energy efficiency, within the framework of a single
toolchain, also leads to improved productivity without com-
promising quality.
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